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t’s been awhile since we’ve
talked and while the activity in the community hasn’t
grown by leaps and bounds,
it hasn’t exactly been dead either. GoblinBoy has released
a couple more very high quality games including the long
awaited Gifts of Phallius 3. A Letter
And speaking of long awaited From the Editor
Purple Dragon
games we have finally gotten
to experience BBBen’s Pervert Action: Crisis, which has been discussed on
and off for years. Was it worth the wait? Hell yeah! We’ve also have a splattering of smaller games in the past months. Not enough to convince anyone
that we are returning to the glory days of yore, but enough to keep our appetites
whetted, if not completely satisfied. Of course there is also the main reason for
this issue, the Mini-comp and five very nice games there indeed. We’ll get to
the comp in just a moment, but first of all I wanted to discuss the newsletter a
bit in general.
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Mission Statement
Inside Erin is written and published by
people who enjoy AIF. It is done for fun,
but we also have some goals that we seek to
achieve through the newsletter:
1. To encourage the production of more
quality AIF games by providing advice
from game developers, and by offering
constructive criticism that is specifically
relevant to AIF.
2. To encourage activity and growth in
the AIF community. We aim to generate
a constant level of activity so that there
aren’t long periods in which people can
lose interest in AIF.
3. To help document and organize the AIF
community. This is done through reporting
on games and events, as well as by helping to organize community-wide activities
such as competitions and the yearly Erin
Awards.

The last time we put out an issue was this time last year, once again announcing
the Mini-comp results. If everyone is okay with this, then we can continue the
trend, or we could try to put it out a bit more often. Personally, I would like to
see at least two issues per year. We could do one end-of-year issue and one for
the Mini-comp, which usually falls about half way through. I wouldn’t even be
opposed to making it more often than that, maybe a quarterly, but the problem
with extra issues is the same that it has always been, getting the content to fill
them. Since it has been a year that wasn’t really a problem for this issue. Without even asking I got an article from A. Bomire, two from BBBen, and a nice
one from Gary Plume describing some of the things he went through in writing
his game. Add to this some Mini-comp reviews and a review of another game
and we ended up with a pretty full issue. But even then it doesn’t seem like an
extreme amount considering it was a year in the making.
I have received a few notes from people saying they wished the newsletter was
still going on a more regular schedule, but as I’ve said before, for that to happen
we need more people involved. We have a huge community of people to draw
from here. Sure a lot of them are mostly (or completely) lurkers, but there are
tons of people out there with tons of opinions and great ideas. If you’ve written
a game you can write about your experiences in writing it. If you’ve tried to
write a game, and failed you can write about reason you think you might have
failed. If you’ve played a game you can write a review. If you’ve played a lot
of games you could write a top 10 list like we used to have in the newsletter.
And do you know what? If you write something people will read and enjoy it.
So will there be an end-of-year issue this year? That depends on you. Thanks
for reading. Thanks for all the good comments we’ve gotten over the years.
It’s been frustrating sometimes, but it’s always been fun. I’ll see you next time.
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2012 AIF
Mini-comp
Results

I know that our tallying methods have been discussed before,
but for those of you who don’t know; here is how we count
up the votes. As you know you as the voter are asked to rate your top three games in each of six categories.
Once all votes are in we treat each category as a separate entity and use the instant runoff voting method to
come up with a ranking for that category. To decide an overall winner we simply assign a number to each
game for each category (5 for 1st, 4 for 2nd, 3 for 3rd, etc). Then we add up the totals and the person with
the highest total is the winner. I’m sure that there might be better ways to do it, but that seems to work well,
and I think the IRV method more accurately reflects the voters’ opinions than a straight majority would.
I’m not going to go into an in-depth explanation of IRV because frankly, it’s pretty boring and there are about
1000 places online that you can read all about it if you’re really interested. But in a nutshell, here is how it
works. First all first place votes are added up so that you have a list of games with how many first place votes
each received. Then the game with the least number of votes is dropped (in this case becoming the 5th game)
and the ballots that listed that game as first are reexamined, looking at the second and third place votes on
that ballot and adding those totals to the remaining games. After that the next lowest game is dropped and
so on until all ballots are exhausted and we have our list of games from 1st to last.
So why am I inflicting this discussion of tedious administrative nonsense on you fine upstanding people?
Because I wanted to stress just how close this thing was. Some of you may have seen a post I made on Yahoo
a few days ago saying that it was very close and urging anyone who hadn’t voted to do so. At that point there
was a three-way tie for first place. And it wasn’t just that, because the two games that weren’t tied were so
close in some of the categories that a very few votes (in a couple of cases one would have done it) would
have been enough to upset the whole thing.
Well, I’ll stop rambling now, but I just couldn’t resist going off a bit because I think this is how every comp
should be. A race for the finish line, neck and neck all the way and let the best game win. Of course the
real benefit here is that we ended up with five very nice games to enjoy. And that’s really what it’s all about.
We got a total of 124 votes this year, which is great. A big thank you to all who voted for your favorites. In
the end the extra votes were enough to break the tie, and when the smoke cleared the trophy goes to A Dog’s
Life. I have to admit that I was a bit surprised to see this. Not because it isn’t a good game – it’s a very good
game – but because of the subject matter. It ended up killing everyone in the concept category, which I think
is well-deserved. And although that is the only category it won it was right up at the top in the others. Add
to that the fact that the two games to win the other 5 categories also ended up having one low placement in
a different one, and it was just enough to sneak A Dog’s Life into the lead. So congratulation to Gary Plume
on a great entry and a great win, and thanks to all our authors for some very nice games.
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fter some uncertainty about whether or not there would
be a mini-comp this year we ended up with 5 games.
Certainly not a record, but not bad either. The really nice
thing about it is that we ended up with 5 very good games.
Since I’ve been organizing these things and tallying scores
we have never had a comp that was anywhere near as close
as this one was. And I don’t just mean two games being
neck and neck for first with the others in the gutter. I mean
that all five games were right in there in at least some of the
categories.
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Overall Finish Results
1st Place: A Dog’s Life by Gary Plume
2nd Place: Gifts of Phallius: The Final Sacrifice by GoblinBoy
3rd Place: The After School Special by Armsteadhammerschlag
4th Place: The Drunken Harlot by kkennon
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology by Rip_CPU

Concept

Sex

1st Place: A Dog’s Life
2nd Place: The Drunken Harlot
3rd Place: The After School Special
4th Place: The Final Sacrifice
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology

1st Place: The After School Special
2nd Place: A Dog’s Life
3rd Place: The Final Sacrifice
4th Place: The Drunken Harlot
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology

Writing

Technical

1st Place: The Final Sacrifice
2nd Place: A Dog’s Life
3rd Place: The After School Special
4th Place: The Drunken Harlot
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology

1st Place: The Final Sacrifice
2nd Place: A Dog’s Life
3rd Place: The Drunken Harlot
4th Place: Behavioral Psychology
5th Place: The After School Special

Characters

Enjoyment

1st Place: The Final Sacrifice
2nd Place: The After School Special
3rd Place: A Dog’s Life
4th Place: The Drunken Harlot
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology

1st Place: The After School Special
2nd Place: A Dog’s Life
3rd Place: The Final Sacrifice
4th Place: The Drunken Harlot
5th Place: Behavioral Psychology
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I don’t know why we got out of habit of making little banner awards like this for the winners of the Mini-comps, but
I decided to bring back the idea. It’s not much, but just a
little something that you can display proudly wherever you
want to display it proudly. I’m also going back and making
up banners for the last several years so if you’ve won a
comp you can expect a little something in your in-box in the
next couple of weeks.
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Mini-Comp
Reviews

This year’s mini-comp was almost a no-show, bordering on going extinct from what I was reading on the
forums. However, that was not to be and Purple Dragon stepped forward once again to get the mini-comp in
order and present us with a fine competition of 5 games. Kudos to Purple Dragon. He has worked hard for
many years, including his tireless work on Inside Erin, and his work is much appreciated. That being said,
it seems like his time with the community is winding down to that of a normal participant. I believe if some
new blood has the drive to take the leadership of future mini-comps that Purple Dragon might graciously
pass the mantle.
Without much more ado, I present you with my mini-reviews of the 2012 AIF Mini-Comp.

The After School Special
Author:
Game: 		
Release Date:
Platform:
Type: 		
Content:
Sex: 		
Kinks:
Length:

Armsteadhammerschlag
The After School Special
7-16-2012
ADRIFT 5
One girl romp, multiple endings
high school, girlfriend, first time
mf
anal, small tits, blonde
Short (mini-comp)

Overview:
It’s another Friday at Chippewa High School which means another Friday night to find something to do.
Luckily you recently changed your image into something that might actually get you laid. Kristen seems
to like you in that special way but she never went all the way before. Time to use the excuse of a yearbook
interview and find out if she’s game for tonight.
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Alas, another mini-comp has come and gone. And another
year I was not able to compete due to a combination of disinterest and my creative mind being pulled into a dozen other directions all at once. Looking back I’d say that I regret
not having done a 2012 entry but the stars just did not align
properly this year for that to happen. I do look back at my
2011 entry and find comfort there although I feel that competition was skewed for reasons I won’t get into. Anyway, I
decided to contribute this year by offering my opinions on
this year’s games since I feel reviews give authors (and yet
to be authors) more incentive to create.

August 2012

Author:
He’s the author with the long and crazy name. Armsteadhammerschlag is the author of The After School
Special. This is his first game unless I am mistaken.
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Protagonist:

The protagonist in this game is supposed to be you but he acts and thinks like someone else. Really he seems
like the typical teenager looking to score which is probably what the author had in mind.
Characters:
In the opening scene we are introduced to Ms. Kirkegaard whom acts as some sort of creepy foil to the protagonist. And then there is Kristen, your love interest and quasi-girlfriend. Kristen is described as not being
any sort of sexual dynamo or drop dead beauty. Instead the author was able to convince me through hints in
the description that I am quite smitten with her on an emotional level and not just for her sexy butt and cute
bob cut. You could translate that emotion into being teenage lust and not actual affection but I felt the latter
was the true intent. Very good work on the author’s account.
Communication with Kristen is rather basic fare. You can ask her about body parts, about the interview
or what she is doing on Friday night. That alone is fairly standard and a tad boring but then I noticed that
Kristen’s responses would change as game variables changed especially during sex! This effect helped me
visualize Kristen as being alive, a person that evolves like real people and thus someone I can care about.
Excellent.
The two main characters in the game aren’t actually described by an actual age which is a good thing for
some of us players. I don’t like games with minors so I can easily imagine the protagonist and Kristen being
18 year old high schoolers.
Sex:
Overall the sex scene is quite varied but at the same time the game seems to be calling up different descriptions and pasting them together into one description. And it doesn’t always come out sounding right. For
instance, it seemed like every time I wanted to fuck Kristen she would be pulling my cock out of my pants.
I figured she would just have to do that once? Anyway I started to ignore that paragraph after reading it for
the first three times.
Orgasms. We all like them and this game features an arousal system that allows both of you to pop quite
frequently. Kristen ends up having as many orgasms as you let her. You can have repeated orgasms which is
wholly unrealistic for a guy but it is no doubt fun.
One feature I love to see in games is the ability to put your cum where you want to. In this case you can put
it on her face, in her pussy or in her ass. Kristen won’t take you in the mouth (cum or blowjob) which I think
enhances her believability as her own unique personality.
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Well the protagonist is supposed to be you in high school. Most of us were awkward and clueless back then
so who wants to redo that? Actually quite a few people probably. To start the game you put in your name.
Lame. I always think an author should either make up the protagonist and his name before hand or just let
the player be the anonymous nameless Everyman.

There isn’t any more sex actions in TASS than found in the basic AIF game. But this is a mini-comp and can
easily be forgiven since the game offers a robust number of sex descriptions. All the different sex actions
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The above paragraph makes the sex scene hot and interactive. Pay attention to how things change as the sex
progresses. The author’s writing is very good but loses some cohesion due to the patchwork descriptions that
don’t always mesh together well.
Writing:
The sex scene may have a lot going on for it but when it comes to the rest of the world the author fell flat.
Descriptions of rooms are sparse and details about objects are very short or non-existent altogether. The
world failed to present any kind of immersive atmosphere for the player.
There isn’t much story to TASS and it is not hard to progress quickly to the sex scene. Just ask about an interview and fool around a little and you will get laid. Without much story to follow the game really revolves
around Kristen. This is believable enough, a horny teenager only thinks with his cock and Kristen would be
his one and only focus while trying to get into her pants.
Technical:
I didn’t find any problems with typos. The only technical problem is the aforementioned jumbling of some
of the sex descriptions. For a first game TASS is polished well.
A major problem I had with the game was in having to write in a character’s name to do something with
them. For example, the player must type in ‘rub Kristen’s tits’ instead of the usual ‘rub tits’. Granted you
must specify a name when there are multiple characters in the room but you do not have to do this when you
are alone with one character. This got annoying very fast, especially during the sex scene.
Outside of the sex scene the world is fairly ho-hum with no unique game play. Once into the sex you will find
all the neat little additions that the author added to spice up the scene. I have already mentioned all of these
technical flourishes in other sections so I will move on.
Bottom Line:
Don’t look too deeply for a story other than interacting with Kristen. The game is really, IMHO, all about
doing Kristen because the sex scene outshines the rest of the game by a long shot. I look for TASS to contend
for the top spot for best sex in the voting. Unfortunately the lacking detail to environment and thin story
(horny teenagers wants to get it on) will hurt the game in other areas of voting.
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have varied outputs, seemingly depending on how many times you have repeated them and how the random
descriptions are put together. And it gets better, the game remembers what you do to Kristen and adjusts the
descriptions of sex acts, body parts and what Kristen says to match what has happened in the past. This is
what I like to see and create in my own games, a living, breathing game that changes the environment and
characters according to your actions. Kudos to Armsteadhammerschlag!

I liked this game, I just wish it had more meat on its bones other than the sex. That being said, this is the
author’s first game and as such it is passes with flying colors. Good work, brother!
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Behavioral Psychology
Rip_CPU
Behavioral Psychology
7-16-2012
HTML (Twine)
Choose your own path
female protagonist, mind control, experiment, college, slavery, multiple endings
mf (non-interactive)
Female POV, slavery, bondage, master
Short (mini-comp)

Overview:
You are a young woman, a freshman in college who comes upon a flyer advertising for a psychology experiment on campus. Curious you take part but soon find yourself answering some very odd questions that lead
to a most unexpected conclusion.
Author:
Rip_CPU is the author of BP and he is the author of last year’s 4th place 2011 mini-comp entry Ashley’s
Story.
Protagonist:
The protagonist is a real unknown except that she is over 18 and a freshman in college. She really is an
open slate for the player to decide on how she looks and thinks. During the experiment the player is given
the choice to create the protagonist’s personality from a list of choices. For instance when asked what you
are wearing you can choose from a list of reply’s that range from slutty to conservative. These answers will
ultimately decide on which ending you will get.
Characters:
The only other character besides the protagonist is the nameless experimenter. As the test progresses his attempts to psychoanalyze become at first odd then down right creepy. This character is completely cardboard
with no real personality or motivations other than to turn unexpected young women into brainwashed sex
slaves.
Sex:
The sex in BP is almost non-existent. The readme file states that the game has a dozen different endings depending on how you answered the questions. While some endings I find hotter than others the bottom line is
that in an AIF competition you need to have some interactive sex. Even a choose your own adventure game
has the ability to give the player some basic choices of interactions during sex.
Overall the endings I saw were well written and paint a picture of just how the protagonist lives out her
brainwashed servitude to her new master. Given enough play throughs I’m sure every player will find some
endings that gratify their particular tastes. I give kudos to the author for giving us a variety of endings.
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Author:
Game: 		
Release Date:
Platform:
Type: 		
Content:
Sex: 		
Kinks:
Length:
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Writing:

Technical:
I’m quite impressed with Twine, it looks great and it allows authors with little coding skill an outlet to create.
The author mentioned the game only took him a weekend to create which is a testament to how easy Twine
makes the creative process. Better yet, Twine allows you to play on a web browser meaning no game runner
is required. Kudos for simplicity!
I found only a few typos, I mostly remember them being near the beginning of the game. Otherwise the game
looks polished.
I’d like to say more about the technical nature BP but there just isn’t any. The game play for the choose your
own adventure format comes down to just two things: reading the story and making a choice from a list of
presented actions.
Bottom Line:
The story started out really well and I wanted to like the game. Indeed I did enjoy it right up until the middle
of the experiment when the game started to force me into unwanted behavioral changes.
BP impressed me with its look and ease of game play. I hope to see many more of these types of choose your
own adventures from Rip_CPU.

A Dog’s Life
Author:
Game: 		
Release Date:
Platform:
Type: 		
Length:

Gary Plume
A Dog’s Life
7-16-2012
Glulx
puzzler
Short (mini-comp)

No review.
First I’d like to say that my AIF motto happens to be ‘write what you want to write about and fuck ‘em if they
don’t like it’. So I say big kudos to Gary Plume for having the balls to write his first game about a certain
kink that a portion of the community might find distasteful, this reviewer included. Also, I’d note that Gary
Plume probably knew his chosen subject matter would likely hamstring him in the voting. So again I’d say
that Gary’s got some big cojones.
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The game has good writing and as with most choose your own adventure games the writing is focused on
guiding the player through a story. I give the author much merit for writing a good story. I found it to be well
constructed .... until it took a leap of the unbelievable. I can in no way believe that the protagonist could be
so completely brainwashed in such a short analyzing session. The resulting game play detached me from the
rest of the game because I was no longer able to suspend my disbelief. I no longer felt like I was playing the
game but it was playing me. Granted, I’m sure there are players out there that like the mind control element
and I am sure they will enjoy this game.
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So I leave this game for other people to review and after seeing all the buzz about this game on the forums I
feel confident it will find a person to give it due diligence.

The Drunken Harlot
Author:
Game: 		
Release Date:
Platform:
Type: 		
Content:
Sex: 		
Kinks:
Length:

kkennon
The Drunken Harlot
7-16-2012
ADRIFT 5
Fantasy adventure
adventure, light puzzles, fantasy, multiple endings
mf
anal, big cock, big tits, blonde
Short (mini-comp)

Overview:
You are a handsome, silver-tongued bard on the run from his latest trail of broken hearts. As luck would have
it a ruckus inn called The Drunken Harlot looms ahead at the crossroads. Inside will you find a lovely lass to
warm your bed or will you find a fate not fitting for a strapping adventurer such as yourself?
Author:
Kkennon is the author of The Drunken Harlot. I don’t recall his name before so this may indeed be his first
game.
Protagonist:
The bard! What could be more fun to play than a bard that can make the women swoon and turn the most vile
lie into the most honest truth anyone has ever heard? Anyone familiar with the roleplaying games Dungeons
& Dragons or Pathfinder will know exactly what I am talking about.
The protagonist’s character is glimpsed during the game introduction and it is enough to determine that he is
one selfish son-of-a-bitch. Hey, most bards are, that is what makes them fun. With so many conquests behind
him it is obvious he can seduce almost any lady he desires. And it sounds like this bard is constantly running
from trouble he created. No problem, with a skill set like a bard he is confident to make a full recovery and
most likely at some poor gullible sod’s expense!
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There are games with content that I will simply refuse to play. That content being sex with minors, sex involving pooh and bestiality. You could call me a pervert with morals if you must but isn’t that like some kind
of oxymoron? To be fair I know I have kinks others might find distasteful such as when in my 2011 entry I
wrote about nazis, slavery and rough sex. So I am not going to judge.

At the start of the adventure you must input a name for your bard. Argh, really? I find it easier to get into my
character if the protagonist already has a name or if he is presented as the nameless Everyman type. However, that is just my opinion.
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Characters:

Sex:
The main course for the bard is a blonde hottie with big tits named Cherise. Although the author didn’t mention she is attractive it was obvious by the description. Cherise is not much of a challenge to get in the sack,
especially for a bard, but the way in which all the men in the room looked upon you with jealous scorn really
made me feel good at completing the seduction.
The sex is nicely varied in one regard, depending on what items you use before the sex commences. These
items can unlock extra sex actions like the blowjob and anal. And they also unlock different descriptions of
some of the sex acts. On the other hand each sex action has a limit of only one description per game. If you
try to repeat a sex act (except for kissing) you are greeted with a message that says you have already tried
that. Grrrrr. That is one of my pet peeves, I like more freedom in my interactive sex.
To do anything with Cherise you must write her name in the command like ‘suck cherise’s tits’. OK, annoying. In the readme kkennon said he did this on purpose so to practice for coding threesomes. Actually I think
kkennon should be practicing more one on ones first and drop the person’s name in the command. The easier
it is for the player the more enjoyable the game play.
Overall though, I’d say the sex is pretty darned good. Kkennon wrote the descriptions of sex very well thus
making for one hot lovemaking session. I’d just wish he’d included more body parts and more detailed descriptions for Cherise’s body parts.
Writing:
The game is polished and I found the writing to be a treat. Good descriptions without being too long are what
I think is a trademark of good IF writing. The world was immersive, convincing me that this was a fantasy
world and you were inside a wild, sinful inn. I felt like I was a part of the fantasy adventure so I give big
props to kkennon for that!
I do have one complaint, not enough peripheral descriptions. What I mean is things like room decor, minor
objects and clothing items worn by characters. I love to feel fully immersed within a world and although
TDH did a great job of selling me the fantasy world atmosphere it came up short with the little details that
seal the deal for players like me. For instance when I examined Cherise’s stockings I expected to see a description of her lovely legs encased in stockings. Instead I got the generic message telling me the game didn’t
know what I was trying to examine. Curses!
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The two other characters are given life through their actions and what they say. Both have many options to
interact with, although less so with Arsya the barkeep. While their descriptions are left a little vague they
are long enough to give a visualization of the character. Each one has a distinct personality and motivations,
kudos to kkennon for that, it helps bring them both to life.

Technical:
I didn’t find many typos at all. Out of the few I found the most glaring one was in Cherise’s description.
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As much as I liked the above commands for communicating I found the lack of conversation subjects to be
unfortunate. With a little more time and devotion to fleshing out conversations I think kkennon could have
made his characters really pop to life in the player’s imagination.
Bottom Line:
To all you people out there with ADRIFT-envy whom badmouth it whenever you can I give you this game as
exhibit one. The Drunken Harlot is a strong game with few to no technical mistakes and my choice to be the
dark horse that finally has the chance to hand Goblinboy his first defeat. That is no small feat to accomplish.
For even with the surprisingly lukewarm reception of GB’s game this year his vast numbers of fanboys will
be hard to defeat at the ballot box.
TDH really hit a soft spot in me. I love old school IF adventure and I hope to see more games with our bard
friend in a more expanded adventure world.

Gifts of Phallius : The Final Sacrifice
Author:
Game: 		
Release Date:
Platform:
Type: 		
Content:
Sex: 		
Kinks:
Length:

GoblinBoy
Gifts of Phallius : The Final Sacrifice
7-16-2012
TADS 2
Fantasy adventure
female and male dual protagonist, adventure, fantasy, deities, demons, combat
mf (deity and a human)
anal, big cock, blonde, female POV
Short (mini-comp)

Overview:
The Valkin War has raged for many years and the demonic foe is close to a final victory over humanity. Only
one last hope for humanity remains as the fate of the world rests with Princess Zoey and her faithful guardian
Ivan. Together they must petition and somehow convince Phallius, the conceited god of sex, to help humanity against the demonic leader, Goraz, before all is lost.
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The game uses the commands greet, compliment, impress and ‘talk to <person>’ as means to communicate
with the characters. I found this to be a delight. It is simple, straight forward and helps you to get to know
the other characters through their responses. Since I like variety I thought the game would have been better
if the impress and compliment commands could be repeated (like the’ talk to’ command) instead of just the
one time limit imposed on the player. The’ talk to’ command is a great tool to help the characters chit-chat so
you can learn about their thoughts, desires and personalities. It generates random responses from a list and
you can repeat the ‘talk to’ command until you read them all.

Author:
Goblinboy is the well-known author of no fewer than 10 AIF games, many of which are considered classics.
Among his works are the games Gifts of Phallius 1-3, School Dreams 1-3, and Meteor. GoblinBoy is no
stranger to the mini-comp having won every time he entered, his last victory was for the 2011 mini-comp
game, Last Horizons.
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Protagonist:

Zoey is the blonde hottie who turns out to be a leader of the resistance against the hordes that are ravaging
humanity. She is a virgin and there will be no doubt that players expect to see her deflowered before the end
of the game. Zoey views Ivan with great love and admiration, much like a protective older brother but she realizes he is more than that to her later in the story. If you use the command ‘skills’ you can see a list of Zoey’s
“skills”. These skills are really just for character visualization as they have no real impact on the game.
Ivan is the strong and able bodied warrior whom has been charged with Zoey’s protection ever since her
father was defeated some dozen years ago. It is no surprise that he has fallen in love with Zoey but he can do
nothing about it because she is royalty and he is just a warrior.
Among the two protagonists I found Ivan to be the least interesting, although honestly, that could simply be
because he doesn’t have a pair of tits and a pussy. At first it was hard for me to care about Ivan as a character.
I felt like he was just a meat shield until near the end when he confesses his true love for Zoey to Mellisandre.
Through that love he happily performs the ultimate act of sacrifice so that Zoey (and humanity) will survive.
Characters:
Besides the protagonists you are introduced to the gods of sex. Phallius and Mellisandre. Phallius is just what
you would expect from a hedonistic god, it’s all about him and his pleasure. While Phallius is just what is
advertised on the tin that doesn’t make him interesting as a character at all. He’s shallow and conceited, and
not even in an entertaining way.
Luckily Phallius’s sister, Mellisandre, has more down to earth views. It is she that finally helps the humans
form a plan to defeat Goraz. Mellisandre actually cares about the protagonists and it shows through her
interactions with them, especially with Ivan. It is her I most grew to care for and in the end GB closed the
emotional trap by killing her off. By her final actions Mellisandre proved her humanity by sacrificing herself
for the greater good, something Phallius would never dream of doing.
Sex:
Zoey is the sexual partner that you control and I personally have no qualms about playing a female getting it
on. (Is that considered a kink? Hmm, maybe so.) Actually perhaps I shouldn’t say Zoey is in control, really
it is Phallius calling all the shots. He tells you what to do and Zoey just follow along with no chance of free
interaction except typing in the commands he wants.
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You get two for the price of one! Zoey is the hot princess and Ivan her manly guardian. They are fairly stereotypical fantasy fare but being able to switch between the two is really nice. Getting bored of one point of
view? Just switch to the other protagonist with the convenient ‘pov’ command. Each protagonist has their
own personality including desires and motivations. Being of different sexes they also have the obvious differences in desires of the flesh.

Oh boy, did GoblinBoy ever paint himself in a corner on this one. If you are going to have the god of sex be
one of the sex partners then you best be able to describe the most awesome sex I’ve ever read. Was GoblinBoy up the task? Negative.
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The sex scene split between it and the battle raging at Mellisandre’s temple. It wasn’t a bad story effect and
the battle was something different and exciting at times. I don’t think it took away from the sex scene at all.
GoblinBoy is very good at sex descriptions but I was left with wanting more than what I got. Perhaps a
more verbose description of the orgasms and penetrations would have been nice. They were happening so
frequently that I imagine GB was getting tired of finding different ways to describe them.
Writing:
Wow. Just for the record I am probably the only person not to have played a GoblinBoy game until FS. Now
I understand why GoblinBoy deserves all the praise he does because he can construct a story and present it
in an entertaining way. His experience as a writer shines through like a beacon and makes this mini-comp
game feel like a much larger game. FS’s story flows with ease from beginning to end and keeps the player’s
attention throughout.
What FS did lack as a game was attention to the environment’s details. I must sound like a broken record by
now. But by adding in those extra descriptions of world objects can make all the difference for enhancing
game play. I can absolutely say that the game’s atmosphere sucked me into the world of Ereos but that world
was featureless if you looked too closely.
One last note, I found GoblinBoy’s quirky humor and his frequent breaking down of the fourth wall to be off
putting. This made it harder for suspension of disbelief as I played through the story. I think GoblinBoy was
just having some fun so I really can’t fault him that much.
Technical:
This is an area where GoblinBoy’s experience shines through the brightest. The presentation of the game
looked and felt like a professionally produced game. Portraits of the characters are displayed on the right of
the screen giving the player a visual to feed his imagination. As if that isn’t enough, whenever a character is
examined you get a full sized picture of them. These pictures are fine, they look toony to me but they help
me visualize a realistic version of them in my imagination. Try not to laugh when you see the differences in
size between a naked Ivan and Phallius.
I understand that GB’s games normally have lots and lots of pictures of toons getting it on. I understand a
lot of players really like that. I don’t get it. To me it is just a picture of toons doing one another and wholly
unrealistic looking. I am quite happy to see no pictures of intercourse in FS and to me the game is just fine
without them.
Combat! Yes you get to hack things to pieces in FS. How hard the battles are depends on the enemy that is
attempting to rip your face off. Soldiers are easy then you work your way up to multiple soldiers then officers and an assassin. Despite combat being some random numbers getting generated in the code you do have
some strategy involved with what combat skills you pick and when to use your potions in battle. All in all,
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The sex was very well written but at the same time it felt like Zoey was just along for the ride. Pretty much
the entire sex scene was railroaded and went like this: Phallius tells you what to do and you have sex with
his horse dick in some sort of different sexual position each time. You both orgasm like crazy. He cums gallons of god goo and it just ends up getting everywhere. Wash, rinse and repeat until the entire sex sequence
is completed.
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the combat system did an admirable job and set the tone for the desperate last stand at Mellisandre’s temple.
I cannot say if combat has a place in normal AIF, but for larger, fantasy settings I think it would work nicely
as an augment to the story.

Bottom Line:
I have never played a single GoblinBoy game before so forgive me if I say the obvious, I am impressed.
Impressed so much that I wonder why he would enter a game into the mini-comp at all? Currently no other
author comes close to the package he can put together in so little time. I am beginning to wonder if he has
elves chained to computers in his basement being forced to work 24/7 on creating his games?
A Last Word on 2012 Mini-Comp
This year seemed like a strong mini-comp. All of the games appear to have been beta-tested and for the most
part free of annoying bugs or guess the verb. In the end GB will more than likely take the victory again. A
Dog’s Life and The Drunken Harlot will likely vie for second place and with some good karma one might
have a chance to sneak into first.
One last note I’d like to mention. It appears that the games with puzzles are getting the most buzz these days.
This is both a good and a bad thing. Good because this will encourage more puzzle games to be created.
Bad because all those good games with story formats will get less attention and as a result discourage those
authors.

Reviews by Rip_CPU
A Dog’s Life
Concept wise, this was one of the most creative games in this year’s mini-comp. The fact that you are playing
as something other than a human, and need to rely on nonverbal cues and various animal behavior in order
to solve puzzles is quite interesting. The puzzles, once you figure out how to solve them, are quite clever as
well. But this is marred by a rather flawed execution. While in concept the puzzles are good they are written
in such a way that it becomes extremely frustrating. It is far too easy to game over in this game, and to do so
repeatedly without much idea as to where you’ve gone wrong. It is not a lot of fun to save and reload over
and over in hopes of finally doing things just exactly perfectly the way the game expects you to. There is
simply no flex room at all, you need to be perfect to earn all the right points in the right areas or else you will
bad-end, and ultimately this frustration can cause people to simply give up rather than try again. In terms of
the sex, I found it to be quite robust and well written. There are lots of different positions and things to do in
each position, but the bestiality nature may turn off some players.
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It is no doubt that FS is the most polished game in the competition. The presentation was just spot on target
from the layout of the game to the words displayed on the screen and to the story neatly unfolding. I don’t
remember encountering any typos or mistakes. GoblinBoy is flawless in this category.

The After School Special
This doesn’t feel like a whole game. This “game” is actually just a portion of a larger AIF that has been cut
out and submitted in the minicomp... and it really shows. There are commands the game tells you about that
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The Drunken Harlot
All-around, the drunken harlot was the most satisfying game in this year’s AIF, but also the least creative. It
is well written, bug free, and fun to play. It does however feel a bit basic. It’s traditional, safe. Stop me if this
sounds familiar. You need to examine something to find some other thing, which allows you to enter a new
room. There is a pitch dark location (complete with being eaten by a grue) that you can’t explore until you
find a light source. You are given special context sensitive commands in bold that you must use on NPCs.
Ultimately, the Drunken Harlot simply goes over familiar ground. It feels too safe, is the problem.
Make no mistake though, this is NOT a bad game. This is a very good game, and from an objective technical
standpoint it’s one of the best games in this year’s competition. Players new to AIF would probably love this
game, but anyone who has played years of AIF will find this to be pretty familiar and likely not too memorable.

The Final Sacrifice
Speaking of games that are all too familiar... GoblinBoy’s latest entry in the minicomp is also a bit too familiar. Returning to the setting used in the GoP trilogy isn’t inherently a bad idea, as the word of Ereos is
big and quite a fun little fantasy sex parody. This is familiar ground once again. GB brought back the whole
ritualistic sex aspect that we saw back in GoP2, and unfortunately, as well written as those sex scenes are,
they’re quite dull to play. The lack of interactivity drains the excitement out of those scenes, and it doesn’t
help that the pacing is constantly being thrown off as we switch to fighting and fucking. There is also no real
dramatic punch to the ending. We know from the title, and from the fact that we’ve played GoP2 and GoP3,
that Mellisandre will die, sacrificing herself. It isn’t all that surprising, or impactful.
Ultimately, while the writing and coding is up to par with GB’s usual fantastic standards, the concept feels
like a missed opportunity to do something different. We could’ve had a brand new setting, or if GB wishes to
revisit Ereos, we could have had something entirely different. For example, how about a mini-game where
we play as the dragon Oliantas, off searching for a girl to slake his lusts with. Or the misadventures of Mildew Saggins newlywed life. It’s a very interesting setting with lots of characters, locales, and races we’ve
only seen very briefly, there should be a ton of ideas. But we’re not going anywhere new on Ereos. We are,
once again, journeying to the temple of Phallius in order to stop evil. Our cast of playable character consists
of one virgin princess, and one devoted soldier. This is the fourth virgin princess and third devoted soldier
we’ve played as in this game series. It feels like a lost opportunity.
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turns out not to be implemented, locations that you were told you can go to that again, aren’t actually in the
game. As a demo for a larger game, it’s fine enough, and whets your appetite for more. The author obviously
put a lot of work into the sex portions, including keeping track of articles of clothing you may have taken or
where you’ve cum on/in. But sadly that seems to be all there is to the game. The plot and characterization
are entirely non-existent. Even the supposed premise of the game, that you’re conducting an interview for
the school yearbook, is not utilized at all. It’s literally discarded two minutes into the game in favor of: “let’s
sneak off for sex”. I’m definitely interested in seeing where the full game goes, but as far as a mini-comp
entry goes this feels lacking. It doesn’t feel like the author put in the effort to create a cohesive mini-plot that
would fit in the confines of a minicomp game. It’s as if someone ripped out one chapter in the middle of a
twenty chapter book, and tried to publish it as a short story. That simply isn’t how it works, you need a beginning, middle, and end, with a natural sense of progression. All we have here is a chunk out of the middle.
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AIF Authorship
A Cautionary Tale

The games are The Vicar of Dribble by Elsa, released just
prior to the 2012 Minicomp, and The After School Special
by Armstad Hammerschlag released as part of the 2012
Minicomp. Both games are first time games by new authors.
Both games were originally meant to be much larger games.
By A. Bomire
And, both games were pared down or left incomplete and
released as-is, with a note from the author saying that they just couldn’t finish the larger, more complete version of the game.
I think these games are important for everyone out there thinking of becoming an author. Every few months,
a message gets posted asking for advice for new authors. And to every one I (and usually several others) say
the same thing: Start small!
There are exceptions. There are authors whose first game was much larger than what I would recommend.
My own first release, Dexter Dixon: In Search of the Prussian Pussy, was a much larger game than I would
recommend new authors try on their first attempt. However, that was not my first attempt. I wrote at least 2
or 3 games before releasing Dexter Dixon, all scrapped. They were definitely not good enough for release,
but they were good enough to show me what I was getting myself into in attempting Dexter Dixon.
Each of the two authors listed above posted or wrote comments about their game, explaining why it was
released as it was, and the problems they ran into in creating them. I’m not going to go over them now, but
suffice it to say that when you examine their comments it boils down to one thing: they didn’t realize just
how much work was involved, and once in they couldn’t back out again. I sympathize.
Let me say again something that I’ve said in the past: writing an AIF game takes more work than you think.
Not a little more work - a LOT more work. Don’t get me wrong - it is very rewarding to post your game to
the group and have others play and enjoy it (or, even just play it). But getting there is hard work. And, the
more work you put into it, the more reward you’ll get once it is finally finished.
Another old saw that I trot out when advising new authors: Any program takes 10% of your time to complete
90% of it, and 90% to complete that last 10%. What is that last 10% that takes so much time? Testing and
fixing and polishing and doing the other boring, tedious, mind-numbingly dull bits that turn a so-so game
into a good game, or a good game into a great game. In other words - playtesting. Whether by yourself, or
much better by someone else.
As an example, I recently wrote an add-on to an existing web application for my work. Nothing spectacular,
but I spent a lot of time on it, getting it just right. After me spending hours on it, I gave a demo of it to the
customer. It took them less than a minute to point out something missing that I face-palmed myself over, as
in retrospect it was blatantly obvious.
In short, it never hurts to have someone else look at what you’ve created - preferably before you release it
to the general public.
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here are two recent submissions to the ranks of AIF
games that I think deserve a bit of extra attention. Not
because they are really good. Not because they are really
bad. (Please form your own opinion on both.) But because
they are really...incomplete.

August 2012
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Let me end this by saying that I am not criticizing these two games, or their respective authors. At least, it
isn’t a criticism that I wouldn’t apply to any author - including myself. And because I feel that it is important
enough, let me end by saying this: New authors...pay attention! Start small, and Test..Test..Test!

The Sex Event
Horizon

This is probably instinctively obvious, but it bears pointing
By BBBen
out that the bigger and more complex a scene is the harder it
will be to finish it. What I have noticed, however, is that there is a distinct stage at which any particular scene
will cease to be interesting to me, and will suddenly become a pain in the ass. It is not exactly a fixed point
when this will happen; I think there are several factors which determine it:
The patience of the author. My attention span doesn’t last all that long. If I can’t get a scene done after a few
solid days of dedicating my free time to it I will lose interest.
How hot/interesting the sex scene is. The better the scene, the easier to write, though I do occasionally find
myself intimidated by the prospect of writing a scene that I consider important, as I don’t want to do it badly.
How much other sex you’ve written recently. It’s frankly easier to write a sex scene if you haven’t written
much sex in a while. It begins to get dull, and you need a break sometimes to recharge your batteries.
You will be the one who best knows where a scene is likely to start getting boring for you. The point is that
it is easy to design a sex scene that is actually too big for you to conveniently write.
I made the interactive sex scenes in Pervert Action: Crisis too long for my own good. They passed the event
horizon and all of them became a burden to finish (they each ran around 8-10 thousand words). You’ll note
that the event horizon of interest for the author is not the same cut off point as for a player; I don’t think anyone complained that the sex scenes in PAC were too long other than me. And players can, in fact, lose interest
in sex scenes, so it’s not actually necessary to make them interminably long, but it’s still entirely possible that
the point at which you lose interest as an author will be before the scene is as long as players would like it to
be. Unfortunately, that’s just too bad. You probably can’t do a great job of writing scenes if they’re too long
to interest you, so move on. Maybe focus on adding more flavour and interest to the rest of your game; add
a few more non-interactive bits, or something like that.
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his won’t be a massive article, because I don’t have an
overwhelming amount to say about it, but I wanted to
mention something that I have come to clarify in my mind
recently while designing Pervert Action: Crisis and its sequel. Hopefully an understanding of this will help a few new
authors out there. Basically, I have realised that there is a
specific point at which an interactive sex scene (also known
as an SSS) goes from being interesting to write, to being a
writer’s block-inducing burden.

So, I should conclude with a few tips to help you out on this. Firstly, be ambitious, but not too ambitious. Be
conscious of your own limitations and try and focus on writing the stuff that you really want to write – the
stuff for which you started writing the game. If you got excited about the idea of allowing the PC to come
anywhere on their partner’s body, then work on that and don’t get too caught up just because you think you
should also include an elaborate arousal system. Secondly, break up the work on the sex scenes; work on oth-
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Making the writing of an interactive sex scene easier will make the process more fun and make you more
likely to finish your project, so be conscious of this “event horizon” when developing your games.

M

aking art is like spiritual orgasm followed by messy
execution, guilt about your choices, and - hopefully,
finally - admiration of the beauty of your creation. Now that
my proverbial cherry has been popped and I’ve published,
I’d like to say to those who have never published an AIF
game that it is a wonderful, lovely experience. I have created something new under the sun, pushed the envelope, and
rushed in where angels feared to tread. Being all flustered
and awkward and not knowing what goes where and how to
do things right – it was all part of the fun.

My First Time:
A First time AIF
Author’s Thoughts

By Gary Plume
At the opening of voting, I had an endorphin high that lasted
for three whole days. A rush of warm tingly blood rose from my pride-swollen chest into my head, exploding with the thought, “I’m published! People are playing it!!!” I was glued to the forums, eager for the next
good or bad comment about my game. It became my newest addiction, one that will someday lead to some
gutter of shame, but oh well.
I was hesitant at first to join the discussion because well, I was a little shocked at how quickly the moment
unfolded. Within four hours after PD posted the games batch, six people had posted 11 messages. The first
time I looked, I was 16 messages behind. But as the shock faded, my next instinct was to be the mama grizzly and lash out at the critics. My poor daughter was losing the beauty contest, mercilessly criticized by the
judges’ panel. Did I not provide beautiful things to adorn her? Did I not try to smooth out her rough spots
with last-minute cosmetic surgery? Did the complaints have merit? Was my game really unfair? Didn’t they
notice I planted clue X?
After the mama grizzly moment, I realized that defensive reactions lead to hurt feelings all around and cast a
spell that morphs everybody into trolls. So I tried to lurk at a distance and resist the trolling spell until I my
defensiveness faded. I tried just to enjoy the fact that others were engaging with my creation. Perhaps there
might even be constructive discussions about the merits and faults of my game. Lashing out could make
everything personal and destroy that possibility. Taking a cue from the other authors, I jumped in to become
part of the hint/spoiler service, especially since it was my game causing the most frustration.
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er stuff in between them (and take notes whenever you have ideas of stuff that might work in the sex scenes).
You will benefit from the chance to recharge. Thirdly, when designing sex scenes make sure that they interest
you, and that there’s a decent amount you can actually say in them. I’ve written articles before about adding
complexity to sex scenes; basically think about doing creative things with locations, toys, kinks, gimmicks,
etc. These things will give you more to write about, and make completing them easier.

Not being well connected here and being reluctant to trust internet communities with my taboo subject, my
game suffered from a near total lack of beta testing. PurpleDragon tried to take some blame, but it was all
mine due to arrogance (“They will be able to read my mind”) or sadness that there wouldn’t even be a MiniComp. Having made the first deadline, I had the most lead-time to fix my game, but I neglected it as stillborn
when the Mini-Comp was in doubt. PurpleDragon gave me some valuable tips in the last 48 hours and it was
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a rush job to get the improved playability but I couldn’t smooth it all out. I almost feel like I stained PurpleDragon’s reputation by thanking him for beta testing. Sorry I pulled you into the muck, PD.

Back when I reviewed games for the 2009 Mini-Comp, I stated that rape/domination/torture weren’t my
kink, but now I have to admit that torturing the players of my game with devious puzzles was a bit of a power
trip plus the following bit of amusement. I all but gave away the solution to the “TILT MY ASS” puzzle, but
it stumped at least three people by my count. Often in bestiality videos starring a male dog and a woman,
the dog can’t make the mechanics work by himself despite mutual willingness. Then an assistant’s hand appears in the video to push the dog’s cock into the woman’s pussy – an action called dildog. Active coupling
is preferred over dildog because it looks less like animal abuse and more like animal seduction. By helping
each other with the “TILT MY ASS” solution, players were figuratively doing the dildog for each other.
Frustration turns players off and ruins the AIF experience. Or does it? Is AIF bad when the author causes
the player to work before he gets to the sex? Is the work getting there even enjoyable? Or is it just a distraction? Do players want titillation or just to be awakened when we get to the naughty bits. I have a perverse
satisfaction that people were frustrated by my game, but it’s mixed with a sense of disappointment that I
failed to find the optimum balance to create fair puzzles. I see now that there should have been more syntactic alternatives to drop the tie. I see now that much of the TV channel puzzle is without sense. I was so busy
congratulating myself for making the complicated puzzles work that I forgot about being fair to the player. I
need to be mindful to repeatedly fine-tune every puzzle. And I must never again skimp on beta testing.
At one point during development, I was afraid that my puzzles were too easy. How hard is it to just follow
instructions? Sit when she says to. Run briskly when she runs briskly. I only gave one point to all these trivial
order-following puzzles. It was a great day when I realized that these elementary obedience lessons could lay
the foundation for the devious puzzles of dog-human communication later and strengthen the inter-character
relationship in a believable way.
I am left a bit confused by the complaints on my game. Many disliked the puzzles, but many seemed to view
the puzzles as its strength. I didn’t hear anyone admit to liking the bestiality. From this I would conclude
that people enjoyed my game not for its gameplay or its sex (i.e. its AIF-ness), but mainly for having a fresh,
ambitious idea. This article is being written prior to the end of voting and I suspect some players are withholding their critique so as not to bias the ballot.
I tend to dwell on the negative as both writer and critic, but comments weren’t all negative. I prepared to be
lambasted for both content and puzzle unfairness, but the community was very kind. I even basked in the
glow of more praise than I expected.
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As PurpleDragon forewarned, there was swift and loud outcry that my puzzles were unfair. But within the
space of a few hours, a walkthrough was compiled. That brought a really wide smile to my face. I felt like
God smiling when Galileo saw Jupiter’s moons. As a decidedly imperfect human game designer, I was making the player work for it and the walkthrough was evidence that my grand design could be unraveled despite
the adversity. I left Easter eggs in the park and in the road and in the TV broadcasts. It was awesome to see
players find those carefully placed secrets.

On writing AIF:
I consider myself more of a programmer than a writer. Therefore I tend to think of creative writing as a procedure. On top of a foundation of spelling, grammar and usage, layer the ideas of others, shake well and stir.
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“Shit happened.” is a terrible story. Writing is about details. I am driven to elaborate everything while trying
not to create too much clutter. I begin by collecting details, nuances, clever things from other places, and my
own scribbled inspirations. I progress with organizing details, modifying them, and integrating them. I end
by polishing the prose as much as I can. As I became more familiar with the aggregate of these details, I concentrated on making a cohesive story, almost like I had collected the disassembled pieces of a jigsaw puzzle
and methodically began assembling the edge pieces. Characters took shape and demanded lines of dialog
with each other. I strove for richness of experience, so I added little random messages to liven up Kayden, the
road, the park, and the TV. Homages and direct quotes from TV shows and songs were co-opted. Devotion
to detail was easy because I was passionate about the game. It was a labor of love. Obsession goes a long
way toward pushing you past writer’s block, past laziness, and toward your goal. And it helps you produce
quality work along the way.
But writing isn’t all just drudgery of gather, mix, and pour. The most magical moments happened when I was
stitching together rough spots. It was a marvelous epiphany when I pondered the problem of how to make the
simple dog obedience into part of the puzzle as mentioned above. The TV puzzle was also a great moment;
the problem was that I wanted the dog to seduce Kayden, not suddenly escalate to a Steamy Sex Scene. So
I created a miniature dating sim to grow closer to your mistress. The TV and remote owe a little to GoddoG’s Fever Cabin. Similarly, chipsupsilon detected my difficulty in making the run home suddenly become
life-or-death for the dog after the pleasant interaction in the park. I added a different cat-chasing scene with
the PC inadvertently hurting Kayden. The frequent and easy death of the PC was a creative choice, partly
because I wished to leverage the helplessness of a dog in a human world and elevate the dramatic tension:
perform or die. Previous working titles of this game were “Obedience Training” and “Every Dog Has His
Day”. But I visited an animal shelter for research and noted parallels with what I’d seen in the death row
movie “The Green Mile” (Devan’s name was originally Percy). So a dog’s life and death became a much
bigger part of the story. One of my objectives was to make the player think more like the dog, experience
the lack of control and arbitrariness of his life and death depending on if someone loved him. But the same
forces that made me push the player in that direction caused less intuitive play, left to guess the dog-verb. At
least that’s one rationalization for my failures – they might have been intentional.
I had been collecting notes and ideas for at least three years since the 2009 mini-comp with an eye toward
bestiality as a topic, but the storyline did not begin to crystallize until September 2011, about eight months
before the first deadline in May. The intense coding in Inform probably happened in at least two stints: once
that lasted two weeks that September to create the skeleton of an AIF Inform game, and once lasting the six
weeks before the May deadline to force the puzzles to work and write a bunch of sex scenes. In between, I
tinkered with code and transcribed all my notes into Inform’s comment system and stirred them around, trying to stitch together a story arc that was interesting, engaging, sensible, and workable. I have started about
8 original AIF games in Inform without completing them, but I did complete some small clones of other
people’s games (the main In Darkness sex scene, Those Annoying Aliens, and A Night with Counselor Troi)
for the experience.
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Bake with the “nothing new under the sun” lamp. T.S. Eliot wrote “Immature poets imitate; mature poets
steal.” Einstein said, “The secret to creativity is knowing how to hide your sources.” Feed you mind with a
steady diet of interesting things and your mind will regurgitate originality borne out of the blend. Serve your
writing in concise sentences and flowing paragraphs.

I intend to release my Inform source code to help any wannabe AIFers learn that Inform is a cool language.
For new authors who choose the path of Inform, I advise looking at the source of “Bob’s Garage” or my own
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I am indebted to A. Bomire’s “Bob’s Garage” for sparking my interest in Inform for AIF, to Dudeman for
showing me the way with his General AIF Inform extension, and to GoblinBoy for inspiring me with the
heights that this art form can attain. Thanks to PurpleDragon who did some last minute beta testing and gave
suggestions to improve the fairness of my guess-the-verb puzzles. He claimed partial blame for my unfair
puzzles, but I hold him blameless.
Credit goes to artist BeastLee3D, who made the victory picture at the halfway point. I never could get him to
respond to my request for permission. Credit also goes to the unknown artist who made the victory picture
at the end of the game.
Thanks so much to all who gave feedback, both positive and negative. Utter silence would have been so
much worse. My favorite comment was from engilbert5000: “This is a fantastic game Gary; I’ve been waiting for something like this forever!” His comment along with the other positive comments pretty much
guarantee that I will try again.
Did you recognize the homages to…
…Zork?
…Colossal Cave?
…Interstate 0?
…In Darkness?
…A Night with Counselor Troi?
Having spent my energy on “A Dog’s Life”, I’m worried that it might be a long time before I can gather
my creative juices (notes…endless little notes) for another AIF. Princesses, nurses, cyborgs, aliens, and
Kayden’s new pony dance in my head.
The moment fades into the past, but the memory of its deliciousness lingers. It’s a little bitter and sweet. And
perfect.
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game’s source and trying to create your own game starting with rooms and objects, eventually moving up
to making NPCs mimic life within this textual world. I would stay away from the complications of layered
clothing unless it’s your passion. My first AIF in Inform was to recreate the Garden of Eden where Eve wore
a fig leaf bra and a snakeskin thong. The most fun of course is creating actions - namely fucking - and the
erotic descriptions that follow from the actions. The Inform documentation helps to understand basic new
actions. Dudeman’s General AIF extension helps to understand how to implement actions for adults. I would
warn people that despite the natural language, they should be mentally prepared to learn the debugging process and study Inform’s documentation. Also, I had never bothered to learn what a “skein” was, but when
my game became very large, automated testing became invaluable. Keeping things organized in volumes and
books was a battle unto itself. Inform has almost too much flexibility as to where the various commands can
be, so if you’re a slob on keeping things organized where you can find them, it can become a twisted mess of
spaghetti code. In the source code, I put hooks for dozens of pictures. Perhaps I’ll make a pictorial version
for myself, but I have to “borrow” other artists’ works since I lack the talent for making my own pictures.
Not sure about publishing a pictorial version; I’ve heard mostly “Ewww”.
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Anyway, here’s some games that you may not have played,
or maybe played and don’t remember, but are worth giving
a look:

Overlooked
Games

By BBBen

The Pizza Boy by Gray64
A short ADRIFT 4.0 game, The Pizza Boy is about, yes, a pizza boy who gets some action. This one won’t
take up much of your time, as even for a mini-comp game it would be rather short. It was not entered into a
mini-comp, however, and if it had it might have at least been played a bit more, as I’m sure people give the
mini-comp games a go. This is a light-hearted game, with a cartoonishly hot babe and a b-movie sort of story.
In fact, in some ways it sort of evokes the first Sam Shooter game without One-Eyed Jack’s trademark casual
sociopathy. The game’s not complicated and you may be left wanting a little more, but this is an author we
could see more from, as the game comes off surprisingly well for something so modest in scope.

Good Neighbour by Reluctant Sire
Good Neighbour is about a guy checking up on his neighbour’s rebellious 18 year old daughter. On its own
this game is fine; it’s not long or particularly remarkable, but would make a solidly written mini-comp entry.
However, Reluctant Sire did something really interesting with the sex scene that not only made the game
stand out (and it still does so to this day on this front) but also made it a lot more fun to play. During the sex
scene with the rather obnoxious Gwen, certain actions can change her attitude and lead to different responses
from the sex scene. A more complex and elaborate version of this kind of idea would be great – kind of like
One Girl with personality, but this game is strong unto itself and it’s a pity we haven’t seen this particular
innovation picked up by more games since then.

1st Time by DaveDKW
In some ways more of an interactive short story than a game, 1st Time is about a young, virgin couple fooling
around online through messenger. This game has a nice build-up of tension and is a rarity in that it doesn’t
actually have full-on sex. It’s a little reminder that erotic games don’t have to be filled with hardcore rutting
in order to be interesting and arousing. Unfortunately this was supposed to be the first chapter in a short
series that was never made (the second game, 2nd Chance I believe it was to be called, was to feature some
fooling around with the girlfriend’s mother as is slightly foreshadowed in 1st Time. I suspect the third might
have been called 3rd Base). 1st Time does not, in fact, really give quite the level of content or satisfaction by
itself that might have been hoped for, but it did at least show promise.
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t’s been a while since I’ve done this, but some time ago I
used to do the odd paragraph suggesting a game that people
might like to take a look at if they are looking for something
good they may not have played. While I used to focus on the
more medium-sized games that didn’t get noticed, I’m now
refocussing on some of the shorter games that are out there,
since AIF writers these days tend to either write either big or
mini games, and the big ones are usually at least somewhat
noticed by the community.

August 2012
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Rex Ward and the Search for Villareal
Review by The Blue Satyr

Artoreus
Rex Ward and Search for Villareal
11-9-2011
HTML
Choose your own path
Adventure, supernatural, historical (1930s), 		
story format, companion
mf, non-interacting
virgin, impregnate
Short

Game
Reviews

Late last year Rex Ward was released with little fanfare and even smaller buzz. That was most unfortunate.
Perhaps this was due to anticipation for Goblinboy’s game promised at Christmas or because of the game’s
choose your own path format? Your guess is as good as mine.
After finally getting around to playing this game I remembered a post I had written on the AIF forums some
months ago. In that post I had asked that people who play new games give it some comments or perhaps
even a review so to give authors motivation. I feel that an author not receiving feedback is likely to starve for
inspiration, damping his desire to work on new content.
So taking my own advice at heart I present this review for Rex Ward.
Overview:
In the 1930’s Rex Ward is on a quest to discover the legendary hidden treasure of Villareal. Many men have
searched for the treasure but they have only found failure or an unpleasant death. Not only must Rex deal
with a beautiful competitor but in the steamy jungles of the Amazon he must contend with hungry wildlife,
deadly cannibals and the supernatural.
Author:
The author of Rex Ward is Artoreus. Although I am not positive, I believe this to be his first game.
Protagonist:
Rex Ward. He sounds like a hero from the 1930s and he acts like one too. People were more reserved back
then and the hero is no exception. So do not expect him to go hitting on all the women like a creep because
Rex is a gentleman first. He is a man’s man, courageous and confident in his own abilities.
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During the adventure Rex exhibits an extraordinary sixth sense. Such as when Rex correctly felt he was being followed or when he veered off course on a mere hunch to discover a damsel in distress needing rescue.
It makes me wonder if this is a certain knack, or supernatural power, that Rex excels at all the time?
A lot about Rex is not explained and I wish he was more fleshed out for the player to sink his teeth into. Rex’s
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actions throughout the story does define his personality well enough but some in-depth character background
would have been nice to reveal along the story arch.

Rex gets to interact with several characters along his way through the story. Most are, not surprisingly,
women and they are all beautiful. While his contact with all but Linda are relatively limited to one or two
scenes, the interaction among characters is well done. The banter and chit-chat is written in a believable way
so that you can visualize these are real people with their own motivations and desires.
Linda becomes Rex’s companion, or side-kick, by the middle of the story. While we get to know Linda and
her personality it would have been nice to see her have at least a few conflicts with the protagonist. For the
most part she just followed and fully trusted Rex without question while being his companion.
Sex:
There is at least 3 sex scenes in the game that I have found. It appears that you have the choice to avoid them
if you wish which allows the player control over whom he wishes to bed or not. The scenes were nicely
descriptive and well written but lacked the length to truly make them hot. None of the sex scenes had any
choice of interaction, something I prefer. I realize that in a choose your own path game you are limited in the
amount of variety for scenes but it would have been nice to have a few choices of actions when your knocking boots with the ladies. In a choose your own path format I’d suggest at bare minimum a couple of choices
of sex acts and a choice of where to orgasm.
The sex I encountered was pretty tame but then again the hero comes off as a conservative and a gentleman.
He’s not going to go all freaky or rough on the ladies whom were pretty modest back in those days anyway
(for the most part). So all in all the sex fits the personalities and the story just fine. And to be fair the author
did state in the readme that his game was written as an adventure story first and not for the porn. I’d rate the
sex as NC-17 or XXX-lite, showing enough to get you entertained but not enough if you are expecting to
see hardcore sex.
Writing:
Overall the writing style was enjoyable. It accomplished its mission in that the story felt like a real pulp fiction adventure set in the Amazon jungles. You had the hidden treasure, the competition, angry natives, damsels in distress, man-eating fauna, beautiful dames and a protagonist that acted like a hero throughout it all.
The story is set in the 1930s but except for the mention of a wall calendar showing the current year you could
easily have visualized the story in any modern time period. The author had failed to include an atmosphere
that firmly established the story in his chosen timeline. Not that it really matters, a good story is a good story
no matter the decade. But as a person whom particularly loves historical fiction I like to feel like I’m there
back in time when I’m reading the story.
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Characters:

Some constructive criticism for the author. The use of the word ‘you’ is overused at the beginning of sentences, especially early in the story. It can be difficult to keep a line of thought when distracted by sentences
one after another that start with the same word.
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Technical:

Bottom Line:
A very fine story game and recommended if you have an hour to play through it. In the current atmosphere of
AIF game design with pictures (which is hogwash, IMHO) this game shows the merits of focus on story and
not visuals. The amount of choices the player is presented with might be on the slim side but it is probably
enough to keep you feeling like you are participating in the story.
I must state for the record that I am a little bias towards this game. It has a lot going on with it that I personally like. Not to mention the protagonist is very similar to one that I have created for some of my future
games. I suppose great minds think alike!
I’m not sure if this is Artoreus’s first game but if so Rex Ward is a perfect example of what a first game should
be: short, entertaining and polished. I hope to see more adventures in the future from Artoreus. Keep making
those games, brother!
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Very few typos, bravo! The author made heavy use of conversations (a big plus) and used a writing style that
places empty lines between spoken sentences. This style helps the readers eye to clearly define conversations
and follow them more easily.
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If you can write game reviews, articles, opinion pieces, humorous essays,
or endless blather, we want you. Contact the Editor for suggested content
or just write what you want and send it to us.

Please direct all comments, articles, reviews, discussion and art to the
Editor at aifsubmissions@gmail.com.

AIF
Wants
You!

Editor:
Purple Dragon has written several AIF games including
Archie’s Birthday - Chapter 1: Reggie’s Gift, A Dream Come
True, and Time in the Dark. He has received one Erin award
and been nominated for several others.

Staff:
A Bomire is the author of several TADS AIF games,
Staff
including Dexter Dixon: In Search of the Prussian Pussy,
Tomorrow Never Comes and The Backlot. His games have
won numerous awards and Erin nominations. He was the co-recipient of the Badman Memorial Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2006.
A Ninny is an AIF player, author of four AIF games and frequent beta-tester. His Parlour received an Erin
for Best “One Night Stand” game in 2004 and his most recent game, HORSE walked away with three Erins
at the 2007 awards show.
BBBen is an author of a number of Adrift AIF games. His games have received numerous Erin awards and
nominations and first place in A. Bomire’s 2004 mini-comp. He was also the recipient of the 2007 Badman
Memorial Lifetime Achievement Award.
Bitterfrost is a longtime IF/AIF player working on his first (and last) game, How I Got Syphilix.
Dudeman has released one game and is working on a second. He has also released an impressive Inform 7
sex extension to help make it easier for others to write games of their own.
Knight Errant is an AIF player who has released two games and is currently working on a couple of
others.
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’trix has released one game, Casting, which was written in Inform 6, and is sporadically working on another
in TADS 3.
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